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0. Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following:
Theorem. Let V be a non-singular irreducible Z-dίmensίonal complete var-
iety endowed with an essentially effective regular action of the algebraic group
G=SL(2\ C)xSL(2; C). Then V is isomorphic to one of the following five types
of varieties:
ii) The projectίve bundle Proj(O^(d)®O^(d)®O^(0))9 d<=Z, associated
with the vector bundle <V(<OΘ<V(d)θ<V(0) over P\C).
iii) P\C) X Pl(C) X Ky where K is an arbitrary non-singular complete curve.
iv) The hyperquadrίc {(x:y:z:u:v)^ P\C) xu— yz= v2} .
v) The projectίve bundle Proj(pr^(0^(a))®pr2^(0^(b)}}, a,b<=Z, associat-
ed with the vector bundle prl*(Ot*(a))@pr2*(OI*(V)) over P\C)xP\C), where
prt: P
l(C)xP\C)->P\C) denotes the canonical projection to the i-th factor.
(See Theorem 4.1 for the corresponding G-actions and more details.)
The theorem above is, in some sense, regarded as a study of rational (or ruled)
algebraic threefolds from a group-theoretical viewpoint. This may be un-
derstood, if we observe the following fact:
Fact: Let V be a non-singular irreducible 2-dίmensional complete variety
endowed with an essentially effective regular action of the algebraic group SL(2\ C).
Then V is isomorphic to one of the following three types of varieties :
i) P\C).
ii) F
n
=Prqj(0^(n)®0^(Q))9 n=l,2,
iii) Pl(C} X K, where K is a non-singular complete curve.
Note that P2(C), Pl(C)xP\C), F
n
(n>l) are, as is well-known, the relatively
*} Supported by an Earle C. Anthony Fellowhsip at the University of California, Berkeley
and by SFB 40 at the University of Bonn, B.R.D.
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minimal models of rational algebraic surfaces.
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
(0.1) Z = the set of all integers,
Z+— the set of all positive integers,
C = the complex number field,
C*= the set of all non-zero complex numbers.
(0.2) All varieties and algebraic groups are defined over C.
(0.3) Assume that an algebraic group G acts on varieties V and V regularly.
A regular mapping /: V-*>V' is said to be G-equivariant, if the equality f(g p)
=g f(p) holds for every (g,p)^GxV.
(0.4) A closed subgroup of an algebraic group G is always understood to be an
algebraic subgroup of G, ("closed" means "Zariski closed").
(0.5) For every subgroup H of a group G, we denote by NG(H) the normalizer
of ί f inG.
(0.6) We denote by G
m
 a 1-dimensional algebraic torus, which is, as a complex
Lie group, the multiplicative group C*.
(0.7) An algebraic group G is said to act essentially effectively on a variety V
if the group of the elements in G which act identically on V is finite.
In concluding this introduction, I wish to thank all those people who en-
couraged me and gave me suggestions, and in particular Professors S. Kobayashi,
S.S. Roan, and I. Satake who helped me again and again during the preparation
of this paper.
Added in proof. After the completion of this work, we learned that several
related topics had been studied by Popov [3, 4] from a different viewpoint.
1. Basic theorems
In this section, we shall give two basic tools in handling non-homogeneous
algebraic group actions, (cf. (1.1.2) and (1.2.1)).
(1.1) Here, we briefly discuss the notion of "dominant G-equivariant com-
pletion," which plays a crucial role in our study of almost-homogeneous
SL(2 C) X SL(2 enactions.
DEFINITION 1.1.1. Let U be an irreducible variety on which a connected
linear algebraic group G acts regularly. Then a variety V with a regular G-
action is said to be a G-equivariant completion of C7, if the following two conditions
are satisfied:
i) U is (embedded as) a G-invariant open dense subset of V.
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ii) V is a complete variety.
A G-equivariant completion V of U is said to be dominant if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
i) V is a normal variety.
ii) V—U is a disjoint union of (a finite number of) 1-codimensional G-
orbits in V.
We now quote the following:
Theorem 1.1.2 ([2; Corollary (1.1.3)]). Let U be an irreducible variety cm
which a connected linear algebraic group G acts regularly. Assume that there ex-
ists a dominant G-equivariant completion V of U. Then,
i) For any G-equivariant completion V of U, the identity mapping ίd
v
: U
(as a subset of V')^>U(as a subset of V) extends to a G-equivariant birational sur-
jective regular map: V'-*V.
ii) In particular, any other dominant G-equivariant completion V" of U is
G-equivarίantly ίsomorphic to V, where the isomorphism between V and V" is
a canonical extension of the identity automorphism of U.
(1.2) We next consider algebraic group actions with equidimensional orbits.
Theorem 1.2.1. Let V be an n-dίmensίonal irreducible complete normal var-
iety on which a connected linear algebraic group G acts regularly, satisfying the follow-
ing two conditions:
(1) All orbits in V have the same dimension r.
(2) There exists a finite subset {p^ i— 1,2, •••,&} of V such that, for every
p&V, the isotropy subgroup Gp of G at p is conjugate to some Gp..
Then we have:
(3) GPl9 Gp2, —,GPk are all conjugate.
(4) The quotient VjG exists as an (n-r)-dimensional complete normal variety.
(5) V is G-equivariantly isomorphic to G/G^X F/G.
Proof of (1.2.1). Step 1: For simplicity, we set H^Gp., i=ly2, •••,&,
and let V{ be the fixed point set in V of the Hr action, where Hf acts on V as a
subgroup of G. Then
(a) F, = {/»€= 7; G,2H,}.
On the other hand, by Closed Orbit Lemma (Borel [l p.98]), the condition
(1) implies that every G-orbit in V is a complete variety. Hence, for every
Gp = a parabolic subgroup of G(b)
= NG(GP) = a connected ((dim G)— r)-dimensional group.
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In particular, for ί= 1,2, •••,&,
(b)' HI = NG(Hi) = a connected ((dim G)— r)-dimensional group.
Now, comparing (a) with (b) and (b)', we obtain:
(a)' V{={p<=V; <?, = #,},
which enables us to define a regular mapping τ{: G/f^ X Vj-^V by
(c) ^(g.HHp) = g p, for every (g^Hi,p)^GIHixVi .
Note that:
(c-i): Image τf. = {p^V\ Gp is conjugate to #,.}.
(c-ii): Image τf. is a closed subvariety of V. (Because G/ί^xF, is a com-
plete variety.)
Step 2: Proof of (3): In view of (c-i), we obtain:
(c-i)':. F= U Image T,, (cf. (2)),
ι = l
(c-i)": For every /,ye {1,2, ••-,£}, either Image 7-,.= Image r. or (Image T.)
Π (Image r.)=φ.
Therefore, (c-i)', (c-i)", (c-ii), and the irreducibility of V imply
Image rl == Image τ2 = ••• = Image rk = V ,
and hence, by (c-i), the subgroups Hl9H29 ^Hk of G are all conjugate, and this
finishes the proof of (3).
Step 3: Proof of (4): First we consider the surjective regular mapping
Since (a)' and (b)' imply the injectivity of τly Zariski's Main Theorem asserts
that:
(d) Tj is an (algebraic) isomorphism: G/HiX V
λ
 ^ >V.
In particular, by the normality of V,
(*) FA is a normal variety.
Now, let pTii G/H1xV1-*V1 denote the canonical projection to the second
factor. Then, in view of (c), we have:
(**) For every p^Vl9 (pr1oτϊ1)-l(p)=G p=a single G-orbit.
Thus, by (*) and (**), (cf. Borel [1 p.179]), the quotient V\G exists as a normal
(w-r)-dimensional complete variety and is identified with V
λ
. This finishes
the proof of (4).
Step 4: Proof of (5): Since Vl is identified with V/G, noting that Tι(g
(g' H)>P)=g (g' p)=g Tι(g' H,P) for all^eG and (g^H.p^GjH.x Vl9 we
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can regard the isomorphism r
λ
 in (d) as a G-equivariant isomorphism:
G/HiX VIG-^+V. This finishes the proof of (5), and hence that of Theorem
(1.2.1).
2. Closed subgroups of codimension <^3 of the group SZ/(2; C)
χSi(2;C)
In this section, we shall make a rough classification of the closed subgroups
of codimension^3 of the algebraic group SL(2\C)xSL(2\C).
NOTATION. For any linear algebraic group G, the identity component of
G (resp. the dimension of a maximal torus of G) is denoted by G° (resp. rank
(G)).
DEFINITION 2.1. i) We define closed subgroups T and B of SL(2\C) by
T={f= (/,v)eSL(2; C); /21 =/„ = 0} ,
B={f= (/,v)eSL(2; C); /21 = 0} .
ii) We define closed subgroups D and D' of SL(2;C)xSL(2;C) by
D = {(/, /)<ΞSL(2; C)xSL(2 C); /eSL(2; C)} ,
D' = {(/, ±/)eSL(2; C)XSL(2; C); f<=SL(2; C)} .
iii) For each (a, b)^Z+xZ with a^b, we define a closed subgroup S(a;b) of
SL(2;C)xSL(2;C)by
5(α; b) = {(£(r;
 tt), ^  *)); r, ίeC*, rβ - Λ tt,
where g(r\u) and ^  ^ ) are matrices in SL(2\C) given by
/r u \ A ^ \
:-)-(
β r-,J, ««•!•)-(o S-.J.
REMARK 2.1.1. i) Note that T^G
m
 (=1 -dimensional algebraic torus).
And its normalizer in SL(2\C) is written in the form
f / 1 0\ /O -1\)
NSL^(T) = J'T, where /^|(o ^ ({ Q)j
ii) B is a Borel subgroup of 5L(2;C), and hence
iii) In view of the equality NSL(2 ,c)χsL(2ic)(D)=D', we have:
D and D' are the only closed subgroups of SL(2\C)X SL(2\C) that have
the identity component D.
iv) Let (a,β)^Z+xZ be such that a^β and g.c.d.(a, β)=l. Then
NSL(2;c)χsL(2 ,c)(S(aiβ))=BxBy and one can immediately check that:
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S((m a),(m β)); w=l,2, ••• are the only closed subgroups of SL(2\C)
χSL(2]C) that have the identity component S(a; β).
In terms of the notation defined above, the main thing we want to prove
in this §2 is now summarized as follows:
Theorem 2.2. i) Any algebraic group automorphism of SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)
(which is, from now on, simply called "an automorphism of SL(2;C)xSL(2;C)")
coincides, up to inner automorphisms, with one of the following:
(1) #5L(2;«χ5L<2;o: SL(2 C) X SL(2 C) -> SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)
(2) transposition σ : SL(2 C) X SL(2 C) -> SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)
(f,g)^(
ii) For any subgroups KI and K2 of SL(2->C)y we write:
Then any ^-codimensional (q=l, 2) parabolic subgroup of SL(2\C)X SL(2\C)
is, by some automorphism of SL(2\C)xSL(2\C), mapped onto
(1) (In the case ?=1): SL(2\C}xB.
(2) (In the case q=2) : BxB .
iii) Any 3-codimensional closed subgroup of the algebraic group SL(2'yC)xSL
(2;C) is mapped (isomorphically) onto one of the following by some automorphism
o/5L(2;C)x5L(2;C):
Bx Γ, Bχ(J T), D, D'y 5L(2; C)x(a finite subgroup of SL(2\C)) ,
S(a\ ό), where (a, b)<=Z+xZis stick that a^b .
In order to prove Theorem (2.2), we first consider those closed subgroups of
SL(2\C)xSL(2\C) which have maximal rank (=2).
Proposition 2.3. i) Let G be a q-codimensional (q= 1, 2) parabolic subgroup
of the algebraic group SL(2\C)xSL(2\C). Assume that rank(G)=2. Then
G is, by some automorphism of *SL(2;C)x*SL(2;C), mapped onto
(1) (In the case q=\): SL(2\ C)xB .
(2) (In the case q=2): BxB .
ii) Let G be a 3-codimensional closed subgroup of the algebraic group SL(2\C)
X SL(2\C). Assume that rank(G)—2. Then G is mapped onto one of the following
two groups by some automorphism of SL(2 C) X SL(2 C) :
BχT,Bx(J T).
Proof of (2.3). We fix a ^-codimensional (<?=!, 2, 3) closed subgroup
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GcSL(2;C)xSL(2;C) of rank 2 with Lie algebra g^sl(2\C)®sl(2\C\ We
also fix a common maximal torus H of G and SL(2;C)xSL(2,C) with the cor-
responding Cartan subalgebra h of sl(2\C)®sl(2\C). Then
j/(2;C)Θrf(2;C)= h+
(*)
where ^ί={αf.;ί=0,l,2,3} is the root system of sl(2;C)®sl(2;C) relative to
hy and A
/
={βj J=Oy •••,3— #} is an additively closed subset of -4, i.e., βf
+βj'^A' whenever /3y+/3/eA First, note the following two facts:
(a) Since the maximal tori in any linear algebraic group are all conjugate,
we may assume H=BxB. Therefore, denoting by Epr the 2x2 matrix with
the only non-zero element 1 in the (p,r)-th entry, we may put:
The corresponding roots α0,tfι,α2,α3 in the Euclidean 2-space R
2
 form a square
as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
(b) Let Aut(^4) denote the set of all linear transformations of R2 which
maps A ={a{ ;ί=0,l,2,3} onto itself. Then, for any ίeAut(^4), there exists
an automorphism r of SL(2 C) X SL(2 C) such that the induced Lie algebra
automorphism τ* of sl(2\C)@sl(2\C) satisfies
τ*(A) = h and τ*(C e
Λί
) = C ^(Λ.) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 .
In view of (*), (a), and (b) above, we now complete the proof of (2.3) as
follows:
Case (1) : Let q = 1 and G be a parabolic subgroup of SL(2 C) X SL(2 C).
Since A' is an additively closed subset of A with 3 elements, it follows that
A'={t(a0), t(aι), t(a2)} for some t^A.ut(A). Hence,
Case (2): Let q=2 and G be a parabolic subgroup of SL(2\C) X SL(2\C).
Since A' is an additively closed subset of A with 2 elements, it follows that:
(2-i) either A' = {t(a0)> t(a2)} for some Z<Ξ Auφ4) ,
(2-ii) or A9 = {*(«„)> ί(«ι)} f°r some
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But, in the case of (2-i), g is not a parabolic subalgebra of sl(2\C)®sl(2\C).
Hence only (2-ii) can happen. Thus, one immediately obtains:
Case (3): Let q=3. (i.e., G is a 3-codimensional closed subgroup of the
algebraic group SL(2;C)xSL(2;C).) Then A'={t(a0)} for some t<=Aut(A).
Hence,
Since ΛrSL(2;C)χsL(2;c)(βxΓHΛ^
it finally follows that:
G= either r(BxT) or τ(Bx(J T)).
Thus, the above three cases (1), (2) and (3) complete the proof of (2.3).
(2.4) Proof of Theorem 2.2
Here, we use the notation "w.dim." For any linear algebraic group K, we
denote by u.dim(K) the common dimension of all maximal connected unipotent
subgroups of K.
Proof of i). i) is a standard fact.
Proof of ii). Since, in this case, G is a parabolic subgroup of SL(2\C)X
5L(2;C), the equality rank(G)-rank(5L(2;C)X^L(2;C))-2 holds. Hence,
ii) is straightforward from Proposition (2.3).
Proof of iii). Step 1: First, note that dim G°=dim G=3. Now, by
Chevalley decomposition, G° is expressible as
(#) G° = H U, H Π U = {4 , (semi-direct product),
where H= a connected reductive closed subgroup of G°,
[7=a connected unipotent normal closed subgroup of G°.
Since H satisfies
3-dim H+u.dim(H) = dim U+u.dίm(H)^u.dim(G)
^ u. dim(SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)) = 2 ,
H cannot be {e} . Therefore, from the inequality
l^rank(#) = rank(G) ^  rank(5L(2 C) X SL(2 C)) = 2 ,
it follows that:
Case 1 : either H is isomorphic to G
m
 ,
Case 2: or H is isogenous to SL(2 C) ,
Case 3: or rank(#) = 2 .
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Step 2: (Case 1): In this case, by (#) above, G° is a connected solvable
subgroup of SL(2;C)X5L(2;C), and hence, for some $eSL(2;C)xS£(2;C),
we have the inclusion ί G° ί~1^jBχJB. Therefore, without loss of generality,
we may assume that:
(ffl G'ςiBxB.
Now, consider the following algebraic group homomorphism:
where g'=((g')ij)GB(^SL(2;C)) and g"=((g")ίj)eB. Then, by the equality
rank(G°)=rank(.ίf)=l, the image τ(G°) is a 1 -dimensional torus subgroup of
G
m
xG
m
, i.e., for some (α, β)eZ+xZ with «Ξ>/3 and g.c.d.(a, β)=l,
τ(G ) = either {(*", ί*); t^G
m
} or {(*", f); ίsβ.} .
Hence, in view of (#$) above, we have:
S(a\ /3)c
e
ither G° or σ(G°), (cf. (iii) of (2.1)) ,
where σ is the automorphism of SL(2 C) X *SL(2 C) defined in i) of (2.2).
Comparing their dimensions, we immediately obtain:
S(a;β) = either G° or σ(G°) (= (σ(G))°) .
Thus, by iv) of (2.1.1), either G or σ(G) is written in the form S((m ά)\(m β))
for some m^Z+. This shows that, in Case 1, there exists an automorphism
of SL(2\C)xSL(2\C) which maps G onto
S(a\ b) for some (a, b)^Z+xZ with a^b .
Step 3: (Case 2): In this case, dim H— 3 (=dim G), and hence we have
the equality H=GQ. Let γ: SL(2;C)-*H(=G°) be the isogeny the existence of
which is the assumption of Case 2. Now, denoting by π
λ
 (resp. π2) the cano-
nical projection: SL(2;C)x*SL(2;C)-»SL(2;C) to the first (resp. second) factor,
we define the following algebraic group homomorphisms:
; C) -* SL(2; C) ,
; C) -> SL(2; C) .
Note that Gq={(τ1(ί), 72(5))eSL(2;C)x5L(2;C); ίeSL(2;C)}. Since any
algebraic group homomorphism: SL(2\C}-*SL(2\C) is either trivial or an inner
automorphism of 5L(2;C), 7ι and Tg above are, up to inner automorphisms of
SL(2;C)X5L(2;C'), given by
either 1) 7ι = idSL(2 C) , Ύ2 = trivial,
or 2) T! = trivial, γ2 = ^51(2 : c) ,
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or 3) Ti = idSL(2 ; o , γ2 = idSL(2 ; C)
Hence G° is conjugate to either SL(2]C)x{e} or {4 XSL(2;C) or Z), (cf.
(ii) of (2.1)). Since σ({e} xSL(2;C))=SL(2;C)X {*}, (cf. (i) of (2.2)), in view of
iii) of (2.1.1), we obtain:
In Case 2, there exists an automorphism of *SL(2;C)X*SL(2;C) which
maps G onto one of the following: 5L(2;C)x(a finite subgroup of *SL(2;C)),
D,D'.
Step 4: (Case 3): Since rank(/f)=2, ii) of Proposition (2.3) immediately
implies that:
In Case 3, there exists an automorphism of SL(2 C) X SL(2 C) which
maps G onto either B X T or B X (/• T).
Thus, the last three steps finish the proof of iii) of (2.2), and hence we com-
pleted that of Theorem (2.2).
3. Examples of dominant SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)-equivariant comple-
tions
In this section, several examples of dominant SL(2;C)X*SL(2;C)-equivar-
iant completions will be given for later purpose.
(3.1) Dominant equivariant completions of the homogeneous spaces SL{2\C)
X SL(2 OI(B X T) and SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)/(JB X (J T))
(3.1.1) Actions of SL(2\C) on Pl(C)xPl(C) and P\C) .
(i) First note that G=SL(2;C) acts on P\C) via the canonical homomor-
phism: SL(2;C)-+PGL(2;C). In terms of this action, we can identify P\C)
with the homogeneous space SL(2\C)/By (cf. (2.1)). Now, G=SL(2\C) acts on
P\C)xP\C)by
G = SL(2 C) X (P\C) X P\C)) -> P\C) X P\C)
g, (b>c) ^(g hg c).
Let ?'=((! :0), (0:l))^Pl(C)xP\C) and let ^ =((1:0), (l:Q))t=Pl(C)xPl(C).
Then
= an open dense orbit in Pl(C)xP\C) ,
G <f= {(b, c)<=ΞP\C)xP\C)\ b = c}
= a 1-codimensional orbit in P\C)XP\C) ,
P\C)xP\C) = (G j') UfG-ίΌ .
Since the isotropy subgroup G^^ of G at qr is given by
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it follows that P\C)xP1(C) is a dominant SL(2 C)-equivariant completion
of the homogeneous space SL(2',C)/T.
(ii) Secondly, G=SL(2',C) acts on P\C) via the following algebraic group
homomorphism:
G = SL(2\ C) -> PGL(3 C)
r
2
, t2, rt
s
2
, u
2
, su
\2rs, 2tu, ru+st/ .
Since the 2-sheeted ramified covering
(x\y)y (v:w)\-^> (xv:yw: xw-\-yv)
is G-equivariant in terms of the actions defined above, (cf. (i)), it immediately
follows that:
') = an °Pen dense orbit ίn p2(c\
")= a 1-codimensional orbit in P2(C),
Furthermore, the isotropy subgroup G/(9o of G at /(<?') is written as
G/(/) = {geG;g.q'<=f-\f(q'))} =/ Γ, (cf. (2.1.1)).
Thus, P\C) is a dominant SL(2 C)-equivariant completion of the homo-
geneous space SL(2\C)IJ T.
(3.1.2) EXAMPLE 1. We define an SL(2;C)xSL(2;C)-action on P\C)XPl(C)
(SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)) X (P\C) X P\C) X P^C)) -> (P\C) X P^
(h, g), (a, b, c) H» (A α, ^ έ, ^-^) .
Since (SL(2 C) X SL(2 C))I(B x Γ) - (5L(2 C)/B) x (SL(2 C)/ T) - P^C) X (SL
(2;C)/Γ), and since P1(C)xP1(C) is a dominant equivariant completion of
SL(2;C)/Γ, (cf. (i) of (3.1.1)), we immediately obtain:
P\C) X P\C) X P\C) endowed with this action is a dominant SL(2 \C)xSL
(2;C)-equivariant completion of the homogeneous space (SL(2 C) X SL(2 C))/
(BxT).
(3.1.3) EXAMPLE 2. We define an SL(2;C)xSL(2;C)-action on P:(C)xP2(C)
by
(SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)) X (PX(C) X P2(C)) - PJ(C) X P2(C)
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where SL(2\C) acts on P\C) as in (ii) of (3.1.1). Since (SL(2\C)xSL(2\C)}l
(Bx(J^T))^(SL(2',C)/B)x(SL(2'yC)/J'T)^P1(C)x(SL(2',C)IJ'T), and since
P2(C) is a dominant equivariant completion of SL(2;C)// Γ, (cf. (ii) of (3.1.1)),
we obtain:
P1(C)xP2(C) endowed with the action just above is a dominant SL(2\C)
χΰ'L(2;C')-equivariant completion of the homogeneous space (SL(2
 yC)xSL(2;
C))l(Bx(J T)).
(3.2) Dominant equivariant completions of the homogeneous spaces SL(2;C)
χSL(2\C)ID and SL(2\C}xSL(2\C)ID'
(3.2.1) EXAMPLE 3. We define a non-singular hyperquadric W in P4(C) by
H7=z {(x:y:z:u:v)^P\C)', xu— yz=v2} .
Now, G-SL(2;C)X5L(2;C) acts on H^by
5L(2;C)xSL(2;C) x W -* W
(h, k) , (tf:j>:#:w:τ;) h-» (ΛJ':^':^':^':^) ,
A -M.*- = Γ *Ί\yu) \y'u'J
where
 y
Then, letting />=(1 :0:0:1:1)<Ξ W and ^ '=(l:0:0:0:0)ePF, we have:
G ρ= {(x:y:z:u\v)^W\v*fy
= an open dense orbit in W,
G ρ'= {(x:y\z:u\v)<^W\ v=Q}
— a 1-codimensional orbit in W,
W =(G p)(J(G p').
Furthermore, a computation shows that the isotropy subgroup of G at p is ex-
actly D. Thus,
the hyperquadric W with the above action is a dominant SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)-
equivariant completion of the homogeneous space *S'L(2;C)xSL(2;C)/Z).
(3.2.2) EXAMPLE 4. Note that G=SL(2\C)xSL(2\C) acts on P\C) by
XSL(2;C) X
(A, ft), (Λ
**\Li ίx' *'\\ k~l =
yn/ W^7
where
Then, letting
 ?=(1:0:0: l)eP3(C) and ?'-(l:0:0:0)eP3(C), we have:
G q = {(Λi:3;:j8r:ιι)eP3(Cf); ΛWΦJJ*}
— an open dense orbit in P3(C) ,
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G q' = {(x\y\z:u)
= a 1-codimensional orbit in P3(C) ,
P\C)=(G q)U(G q').
Since a computation shows that the isotropy subgroup of G at q is exactly Z)',
we obtain:
P3(C) with the above action is a dominant SL(2;C)xSL(2;C)-equivariant
completion of the homogeneous space SL(2;C)xSL(2;C)/Z)'.
(3.3) Dominant equivariant completion of the homogeneous space SL(2;C)
χSL(2\C)IS(a\b).
DEFINITION 3.3.1. We shall define a canonical SL(2;C) -action on the line
bundle O^(d), d^Z, over P*(C).
Let π: C2—{Q}-+P\C) be the canonical projection, and let σ: Q
ϋ
(C2)->C2
be the blowing-up of the origin 0 of C2. Then
and under this identification, the mapping π extends to
In terms of this mapping, we can regard QQ(C2) as the line bundle CV(— 1)
over Pl(C). Note that:
(1) The matrix SL(2 C)-action on C2 canonically induces an SL(2\C)-
action on QQ(C2) (=O ?(-!)), and under this action, Q0(C2) (=0pi(-l))
consists of two orbits σ '^ O) (=the zero-section of OP^(— 1)) and Q0(C2)— o ~\ty.
Now, to each p^P\C), let lp denote the corresponding line through 0 in C2,
(/^ is canonically identified with the fibre of Opl( — 1) over p), and we fix a base
ep of this fibre lp. For instance, if jp0=(l:0)eP1(C), we set:
(2) «,
β
 = (l,0)e4
β
.
In terms of this notation, the fibre of Op^(d)(=(0^(— l))®~rf) over p is expressed
as (ίp)*-'=C (ep)*-'. Hence
(3) we can define a canonical *SL(2;C)-action on 0^(d), setting g (λ (ep)9~d)
..e®-d for a l l e S L 2 ; C and all
Here, in view of (1) above, we have:
(4) If dφO, then OPl(d) is a disjoint union of two orbits, one of which is the
zero-section of OpL(d)y and the other is its complement.
(3.3.2) EXAMPLE 5. Let pr{: P\C)xP\C) ^>Pl(C) be the projection to the
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i-th factor, (i=l,2), and let a, b be integers with a>0 and a^b. Regarding
as the vector bundle pr^(0^(a))®pr2^(O^(b)) of rank 2
over Pl(C)xP\C)y we have the identification:
p •/ E»\ _ (the quotient by C* of the set
\0pί(ά) X (V(δ)-(zero section of 0^(d)) X (zero section of
where the complex scalar multiplication by C* on E is written as
C* X (<V(a) X
£, (qy r) h->(c ϊ, or).
and p: Proj(E)-+P1(C)xP1(C) denotes the associated projective bundle of
the vector bundle E. In terms of this identification, we have the following
canonical quotient map by C*:
φ : Opί(ά) X Opί(b) — (zero section of O^(a)) X (zero section of
-*Proj(E).
Now, G= SL(2 C) X SL(2 C) acts on E by
(A, *), (?, r) ->(*•?, ft r),
where SL(2\C) acts on 0^(α) and Opi(δ) as in (3) of (3.3.1). Since this G-
action on £ commutes with the C*-action, (cf. (5), (6)),
(7) we can canonically define an action of G=SL(2\C)xSL(2\C) on Proj(E)
so that the quotient map φ is G-equivariant.
We now want to show that Proj(E) with this G-action is a dominant G-
equivariant completion of the homogeneous space SL(2\C)xSL(2\C)IS(a\b).
For this purpose, let p be the point of E defined by
P = (K)β-, K)β-»)e<V(β)x<V0)
in terms of the notation in (2) of (3.3.1). Then
p(φ(p)) = (p0,Pΰ) = ((1:0), (l:0
In view of the G-equivariance of p which follows at once from our definition
of the G-action on Proj(E), (cf. (7)), we infer that the isotropy subgroup G
φ
(p) of
G at φ(p) is contained in the isotropy subgroup of G at ((1:0), (1:0)), i.e.,
Now, for every A=(A f y)eJ?(c<SL(2;C)), we have hΆ=0, and hence
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Therefore,
For some £eC*, h (ep(\®-a
= { (A, A) = ((A<y), (k^BxB; (hn)° = (Au)» } = S(β;i) .
Thus, we obtain:
(8) The orbit G φ(p) is regarded as the homogeneous space SL(2;C)X
SL(2;C)IS(a:b).
Now, combining (5) and (6), one can canonically define an action of H:=C*
XSL(2;C)XSL(2;C)=C*XG on E=O^(a)xO^(b). Note that
which is, by #ΦO (cf. (4)), exactly
E- {((zero section of 0^(d)) X <V(δ)) U (O^(a) X (zero section of <V(6)))}
Regarding £':=(zero section of 0^(ά))xOPl(V) and £x/ : = Op1^) X (zero section
of OP
l(b)) as line subbundles of E with E = E'(&E", we decompose £"— (zero
section of E1) into three //-orbits :
H p, ^ -(zero section of E'), ^-(zero section of £").
Therefore, Proj(E) is a disjoint union of the corresponding three G-orbits:
Finally, in view of this fact and (8) above, we obtain:
(9) Proj(E)(=Proj(pr^(Op^(a))®pr2^(O^(b)))) endowed with the 5L(2;C)
χSL(2;C)-action defined in (7) is a dominant SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)-equivariant
completion of the homogeneous space SL(2 C) X SL(2 C)/S(a b).
4. The classification of essentially effective SL(2\C)xSL(2\C)-
actions on algebraic threefolds
Let V be a variety endowed with a regular action γ: Gx V->V of an al-
gebraic group G. (We sometimes denote such a V by the pair (F γ).) Then,
to every algebraic group automorphism h of G, we associate a regular G-action
<γh: GxV->Vby
^(g, y) = 7(%), y\ for all (g, y) e G X F .
In this last section, we prove the following main theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let V be α non-singular irreducible ^-dimensional complete
variety endowed with an essentially effective regular action 7 of the algebraic group
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G=SL(2\C)xSL(2\C). Then, for some algebraic group automorphism h of G,
the space (F;γA) is G-equivariantly isomorphίc to one of the following:
(1) P\C] endowed with the G-actίon v defined in [2; Theorem (4.2.4)].
(2) Proj(0p^(d)®0pί(d)@0pi(ty} endowed with the G-action aX? defined
in [2;Theorem (4.2.4)], where d^Zis arbitrary, andProj(0^(d)®0^(d)®0^(Q))
denotes the projectίve bundle over P\C) associated with the vector bundle
(3) P\C) X P\C] X K, (where K is an arbitrary complete non-singular curve),
endowed with the G-actίon which factors to the product of the standard homogeneous
one on P\C) X P\C) and the trivial one on K.
(4) P\C)XP\C)XP\C) with the G-action defined in Example 1 of (3.1.2).
(5) P^XP^C) with the G-action defined in Example 2 of (3.1.3).
(6) The hyperquadrίc {(x:y\z:u:v)^P\C)\ xu—yz=v2} with the G-actίon
defined in Example 3 of (3.2.1).
(7) P\C) with the G-actίon defined in Example 4 of (3.2.2).
(8) Proj(pr^(0^(a))®pr2^(O^(b))) with the G-actίon defined in Example 5
of (3.3.2), (cf. (9) of (3.3.2)), where (a, b)(ΞZ+χZ is arbitrarily chosen with a^b,
andpr
έ
: P\C)xPl(C)-*P\C) denotes the projection to the i-th factor, (i=\,2).
Proof of (4.1). Let c be the minimal dimension of the G-orbits in V and
c' be the maximal dimension of the G-orbits in V. Since the Borel subgroup
BxB (cf. (2.1)) of G= SL(2;C)xSL(2;C) has codimension 2, and since every
orbit of the least dimension is closed, the inequality c^2 holds. On the other
hand, we now show that c^l. For contradiction, we assume c=0. Then,
fixing a point p^ V°, we consider the isotropy representation rp: G-*GL(T(V:p))
of G at/). Since G acts on V essentially effectively, a theorem of A. Bialynicki-
Birula (cf. [2; Corollary (2.3.3)]) shows that rp induces an essentially effective
linear G-action on T(V:p). This means that, for a basis for T(V:p), rp is
regarded as a representation: SL(2\C)X SL(2;C) (=G)->GL(3;C) which in-
duces an essentially effective G-action on C3. But, by standard facts on re-
presentations of SL(2 C) X SL(2 C), this cannot happen. Thus, our assumption
£=0 is wrong, i.e., c^l. Hence 1^£^S2, and the following three cases are
possible:
Case i) c = I .
Case ii) c = c' = 2 .
Case iii) c = 2 and c' = 3 .
First we consider Case i): Since Theorem (2.2) shows that every 1-codi-
mensional parabolic subgroup of G is mapped onto SL(2;C)xB by some au-
tomorphism h of G, every 1 -dimensional G-orbit W (which is automatically
closed by c=\) is isomorphic to Pl(C) as a variety, and in terms of the G-action
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γ
A
 obtained by modifying the original action γ by ΛeAut(G), the subgroups
G'=SL(2\C)x{e} and G"={e} χSL(2\C) of G satisfy the following:
(a) W sits in the fixed point set VG'.
(b) W is a single G"-orbit.
Therefore, applying [2; Theorem (4.2.4)] to m=n=l, we obtain:
In Case i), for some λ'eAut(G), the space (F;γA/) is G-equivariantly
isomorphic to
(1)' either (P3(C); i;)
(2)' or (Proj\Oι*(d)®Oι*(d)ΦOι*(0))', σ X r ) for some
Secondly, we consider Case ii): By combining (i) and (ii-2) of Theorem
(2.2), we see that every 2-codimensional parabolic subgroup of G=SL(2\C)X
SL(2\C) is conjugate to BxB. On the other hand, by c=c'=2, the isotropy
subgroup of G at any point of V has the same codimension 2 and is parabolic.
Hence, applying Theorem (1.2.1) to Λ=l, we have a G-equivariant isomorphism:
where the quotient V\G exists as a 1 -dimensional normal (and hence non-singular)
complete variety. Since G/(B X B) is G-equivariantly isomorphic to P\C) X Pl(C)
with the standard G- action, we obtain:
(3)' In Case ii), (F γ) is G-equivariantly isomorphic to Pl(C)xPl(C)xK,
(where K is a non-singular complete curve), endowed with the G-action speci-
fied in (3) above.
Lastly, we consider Case iii): By c'=3, V contains an open dense (3-
dimensional) G-orbit, which we denote by U. Then (iii) of Theorem (2.2) as-
serts that, for some automorphism h of G, our U endowed with the G-action
γ
A
 (obtained by modifying our original 7 by h) is G-equivariantly isomorphic
to one of the following:
G/(Bx T), G/(Bx(/ Γ)), G/A G/D' ,
G/5(«;i), where (a, b)<=Z+xZis such that a^b .
(Note that G/(5L(2;C)x(a finite subgroup of 5L(2;C))) is not included in
the above, because G must act essentially effectively on V and hence on U.)
On the other hand, by c=2, the space (V\ 7h) is a dominant G-equivariant comple-
tion of (U]7h). Therefore, by (ii) of Theorem (1.1.2), (cf. Example 1 of (3.1.2),
Example 2 of (3.1.3), Example 3 of (3.2.1), Example 4 of (3.2.2), (9) of Example
5 of (3.3.2)), in Case iii), for some Ae Aut(G), the space (F;γft) is G-equivariantly
isomorphic to one of the following:
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(4)' P\C)XP\C)XP\C) with the action specified in (4) above.
(5)' P\C)XP2(C) with the action specified in (5) above.
(6)' {(x:y\z:u:v)^P\C)\ xu~yz=^v2} with the action in (6) above.
(7)' P\C) with the action specified in (7) above.
(8)' Proj(pr^(0^(a))®pr^(0^(b))) with the action in (8) above.
Thus, (1)', (2)', (3)', —,(8)' above complete the proof of Theorem (4.1).
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